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In the late 1980s, I used queuing and simulation to invent pre-
dictive dialing, a method to determine when computer-
directed outbound telephone dialing systems should dial. I in-
cluded a real-time estimation updating feature that was highly
robust against sudden changes in the system’s operating envi-
ronment; thorough validation to ensure that the models
tracked all important features of the real systems; and a modu-
lar software design that allowed “plug-in” replacement of the
control software, eliminating debugging of field upgrades. The
improved systems kept operators busier and drastically re-
duced the number of calls the systems abandoned because no
operator was available to talk to the answering party. This in-
vention was critical to the success, in the late 1980s, of Interna-
tional Telesystems Corporation (ITC), a small company
founded in 1984, which a competitor, EIS International, bought
in 1993 for approximately $12 million.

Computer-based outbound telephone-
dialing systems are widely used in

telemarketing, debt collection, and organi-
zational fund raising. These systems dial
automatically and connect those who an-

swer to live sales or collection representa-
tives, while logging other results. Some-
times someone answers when no
representative is available. Typically the
system immediately abandons (hangs up
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on) such a call, with the caller paying for
telephone charges and wasting representa-
tives’ time and—more important—with
the answering party suffering a nuisance.
In 1986–1987, as a senior analyst and

manager of International Telesystems Cor-
poration (ITC), a manufacturer of such
systems, I invented what is now known as
predictive dialing: an improved method of
deciding when to dial, to keep representa-
tives busy and to reduce the number of
abandoned calls. The key idea is to antici-
pate when representatives will complete
calls and to time new calls so that the next
called person will answer (arrive) shortly
after a representative becomes idle. This
was a major departure from the usual
practice in the industry at the time, which
was to begin a new dialing attempt every
n seconds (usually three to 10). Those con-
trolling such systems could vary the inter-
val between dialing-attempt starts, de-
pending on how busy the representatives
were; typically, they made these adjust-
ments too slowly, so the systems oscillated
between too much idle time and too many
abandoned calls.
If all we wanted was to keep the repre-

sentatives as busy as possible, we could
simply dial every available line all the
time. This, however, would result in large
numbers of abandoned calls. Most call-
center managers want to keep abandoned
calls under five percent of completed calls;
some insist that they want no abandoned
calls at all. We could ensure no abandoned
calls by dialing one line per idle represen-
tative, and only for idle representatives,
but this typically results in keeping repre-
sentatives busy less than 40 minutes per
hour. Most call-center managers insist on

50 minutes per hour and would prefer
more than 55. These conflicting objectives
make this problem challenging.

The proportion of call
attempts answered
quadruples from 5:00 p.m. to
6:00 p.m.

What I proposed was to find better pac-
ing (scheduling of dialing attempts) by
collecting and analyzing, in real time, data
on the proportion of call attempts that are
answered, durations of time from call ini-
tiation to answer, and durations of service.
Queuing theory provides some guidance
in choosing policies, but the method must
also be robust in handling sudden changes
in the situation. For example, when we
call residences on weekdays, the propor-
tion of call attempts answered typically
quadruples from 5.00 p.m. to 6.00 p.m. Du-
rations of completed calls also change over
time for many applications: for example, if
the calls are directed at a specific member
of the household who is more likely to be
home at 6.00 p.m. than at 5.00 p.m.
The method must also adjust nearly in-

stantaneously to representatives logging
on and off, terminals failing, long-distance
carriers’ switching equipment having
problems, and various other surprises.
There is no steady state, and there is little
useful guidance available from previous
similar experience, even in a given system
on consecutive days. It is quite easy to de-
sign a control method that will cause a
calling system to oscillate between over-
and underutilization of representatives;
the control method must adjust smoothly
to various changes in the situation.
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Implementation also must be robust
against coding errors. Downtime in the
field is expensive and quickly undermines
customers’ confidence in the company.
Ideally, therefore, the code controlling the
pacing of dialing attempts should be a
plug-in module in the system’s operating
software and should provide acceptable
default behavior in case of data problems
or other real-time faults.
Problem Statement and Preliminary
Analysis
As I formulated it, the problem was to

determine when to commence dialing at-
tempts to maximize the number of calling
attempts per hour (or, equivalently, the
utilization rate of representatives) subject
to an upper bound on the proportion of
calls that end up being abandoned because
no representative is available when the
party answers.

A conversation with the right
party lasts one to three
minutes.

The solution idea is to anticipate service
completions and to synchronize calling at-
tempts with them. Ideally, we want to be-
gin a calling attempt so that, if the party
answers, he or she will answer just after a
representative, now busy, finishes his or
her current conversation (service). This
means we must estimate the time remain-
ing until service completion and deter-
mine the amount of time by which to an-
ticipate service completion. For example, if
we know that service will end 20 seconds
from now and that the party will answer
15 seconds from when we start dialing, we
start dialing five seconds from now.

Since the actual duration of service and
the time from start of dialing to connect
are random, what we do is trade off the
risk of obtaining the new party too early,
resulting in an abandoned call and the
need to start dialing again, and the cost of
waiting too long, resulting in unnecessary
idle time for the representatives. The deci-
sion variable here is the amount of time by
which to anticipate service completions.
In addition, given that dialing attempts

do not necessarily result in answers, we
may want to dial more than one party at
once. If two or more answer, we will have
one or more abandoned calls; if none an-
swers, we will have idle representative
time. So the number of calls to attempt at
once is another decision variable.
Review of Prior Studies
The literature I surveyed was not much

help to me. Most prior researchers as-
sumed exponential service times, which
means that knowing how long a service
has lasted provides no information about
how much longer it will last. Most prior
work also was based on arrivals according
to processes the system could not influ-
ence: The decision was to admit or reject
an arriving customer, not whether to try
to acquire one. Accordingly, the optimal
policies took the form of control limits: For
some calculated number n, admit the new
customer if there are n or fewer customers
in the system now, and reject otherwise.
The most promising approach in the lit-

erature was to apply dynamic program-
ming to semi-Markov-decision-process
models to generate optimal policies.
(Stidham [1986] provides the best sum-
mary of SMDP work in the early to mid-
1980s; Puterman [1994] gives an excellent
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and more recent summary of SMDP in
general.) While the examples available
used exponential service times and there-
fore generated control-limit policies, this
method offered the possibility of handling
other service-time distributions without
becoming completely intractable.
As it turned out, however, applying

SMDP was not practical in this case. I con-
sulted Kyung Jo, an expert with SMDP
models. (He was a faculty member at
George Mason University at the time, hav-
ing recently completed his doctorate un-
der Professor Stidham’s direction.) I soon
learned that the coding problems were fe-
rocious, as the method requires specifying
a reward or cost for each step in the pro-
cess (completed call, logged no-answer,
and so on) and the limited number of
model runs he did each took about 40
minutes of CPU time on a Cyber 205—
much too compute-intensive for a real-
time application!
Modeling Approach
After some experimentation, I found it

best to model the process as a closed
queuing network (Figure 1). The system’s
telephone lines are the “customers” of the
queuing network, and the states the tele-
phone lines can occupy—dialing, in ser-
vice, postservice processing, processing
nonanswer, waiting to dial—are the nodes
of the network. Customers are held at con-
trol point P; allowing a customer to pro-
ceed from this point begins an acquisition.
If the acquisition is unsuccessful (in the
case of the call-origination system, this
means any result other than an answer),
the customer proceeds back around the
loop to P. Node D represents, for the
model, the delay the customer experiences

after an unsuccessful acquisition; this fea-
ture allows us to model unsuccessful ac-
quisitions with different durations from
successful acquisitions. The successful ac-
quisitions proceed to service node Q,
which consists of s servers (operators) plus
a waiting area. Q is the node of particular
interest. After completing service, the cus-
tomer returns to control point P via a pro-
cess that I represent as delay node R,
which is simply the processing the system
must perform to make the line available
for dialing again.

Operators’ talk times would
increase from 48 minutes per
hour to 57.

In front of service node Q is a waiting
area with finite capacity; if a customer ar-
rives and finds this waiting area full, it im-
mediately balks and returns to control
point P. This event is a turnaway, or aban-
doned call, or lost party (since the called
party, but not the telephone line, leaves
the system). We denote as delay node N
the customer’s transit back to P. This tran-
sit consists of the processing the system
must perform before dialing the line
again.
We may view success or failure of ac-

quisition as assigning customers to one of
two classes. One class proceeds through
delay node A and then to service node Q;
the other customers take alternate route A�

and are processed through (alternate) de-
lay node D. We assume that a given cus-
tomer, once released from control point P,
has probability p of acquiring a party and
hence requiring service at the node of in-
terest, Q, and probability q � 1-p of tra-
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Figure 1: We depict the outbound telephone dialing system as a closed queuing network. The
system’s telephone lines are the customers; responses other than answering party are treated as
selection of the route A� through delay node D, while lines with answering parties (A) are di-
rected to the servers (telephone representatives) at node Q. If all servers are busy and parties
refuse to wait (or the system does not provide for waiting), customers are turned away.

versing alternate route A� and being
“served” at node D. We assume further
that customers divide into these routings,
or classes, randomly and independently,
and that a customer’s class (or route) is
not known before it is released from P. Fi-
nally, we treat all service nodes except Q
as having ample capacity.
This way of viewing the system, while

perhaps not intuitive at first, made tracta-
ble mathematical modeling possible. It is
required because the number of answering
parties is, in effect, infinite, but the num-
ber of lines is limited; and we want the
model to take into account the constraint
imposed by the limited number of lines.
The telephone lines are like buses, and an-
swering parties are like passengers whose
presence affects where the buses go. Fig-
ure 2 portrays the system in these terms. I
found that this depiction was more easily
understood than Figure 1 by people who

had no background in queuing models
and other technical aspects; I found this
figure especially helpful, therefore, in ex-
plaining my method to prospective buyers
of ITC’s systems.
This model represents a new class of

queuing problems, in which customer arri-
vals do not occur strictly at random but
instead occur as responses, which may be
random to some extent, to acquisition at-
tempts initiated by the system. We see
many potential applications beyond out-
bound telephone dialing and an interest-
ing set of theoretical questions, but these
topics are beyond the scope of this paper.
I outline some of the theoretical aspects,
however, in the appendix.
Solution Method
ITC’s system was able to collect, virtu-

ally instantaneously, durations of service,
proportions of dialing attempts that re-
sulted in an answer, and durations of suc-
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Figure 2: This is another depiction of the system, more intuitive for nontechnical people. The
system’s telephone lines are carriers (the buses) that pick up passengers (dialed parties). These
passengers then decide their destination: the service area (if they answer) or some alternate des-
tination (busy, no answer, telephone company message) and the system responds accordingly.
Control consists of deciding when to release the next bus (dial), depending on how congested
the service area is.

cessful dialing attempts. Statistical calcula-
tions, such as means, maxima, variances,
and various quantiles, were also quick and
straightforward.
We could then use these data to gener-

ate decisions:

—For each server (representative) now
serving a called party, compare how long
that service has lasted so far against the
estimated duration of service to obtain an
estimate of time remaining.

—If the estimated time remaining in ser-
vice is less than or equal to the estimated
time to obtain a new called party, count
this server as available. (Idle servers are

also available.)

—If the number of attempts already in
progress is not expected to produce as
many additional answering parties as the
number of servers expected to be avail-
able, begin additional dialing attempts.
I give a format statement of this solution

method in the appendix.
Evolution of Solution Details
By extensive trial and error using simu-

lation, I determined that varying the num-
ber of attempts to begin at once generated
a more volatile response than varying the
lead time by which to anticipate service
completions. If, for example, 20 percent of
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dialing attempts result in completions, it is
not good to begin five attempts at once.
This is a simple binomial problem: The
probability of two or more simultaneous
answers is a little more than one-fourth,
and the expected number of abandoned
calls per set of attempts is a little higher,
about 0.33, which would mean about 25
percent of completed calls would be aban-
doned—an unacceptable result. In general,
I found it best to dial two lines at once if
the proportion answering was under 33
percent, and three lines if the proportion
was under 20 percent—a more conserva-
tive approach.
I also learned quickly that mean dura-

tion of service and mean time to complete
an attempt were poor measures to use:
Maximum duration of service—or some-
thing close to that—and minimum time to
complete an attempt were more meaning-
ful. If we wanted a little more speed and
were willing to have a slightly higher per-
centage of abandoned calls, we simply in-
creased the anticipation time.
For simplicity’s sake, I assumed that

servers would have identical probability
distributions of duration of service. I made
the method more realistic later, as addi-
tional sales and installations of ITC’s sys-
tems gave us the opportunity to collect
more and better data.
Many applications, especially in debt

collections, produce a bimodal distribution
of service time: A conversation with the
right party lasts one to three minutes,
while a conversation with someone else
lasts 30 to 90 seconds. In these cases, the
mean duration of service is a particularly
poor estimate, as it generally falls near the
low point between the two modes. I found

it better to use the maximum duration ob-
served as the estimate for services that had
lasted longer than most short services, and
a mixture of the maximum short and the
maximum long service, weighted by the
relative frequencies, for services that had
not yet lasted that long.
It did occur to me that staggering starts

of dialing attempts might offer a useful
improvement, but this was more compli-
cated both to analyze and to implement,
so I postponed considering it. In fact, ITC
did adopt this improvement a couple of
years later, along with a method—rather
difficult with the switching equipment and
control program we had in 1987, but eas-
ier later—to abandon some dialing at-
tempts in progress when patrons an-
swered. Preferably these would be
attempts that had not yet produced the
first ring on the called party’s telephone,
and in 1987, we could not reliably detect
the first ring.
Another key element, as we soon dis-

covered, was updating estimates as new
experience occurred. We updated esti-
mates every 10 minutes, as this was about
the amount of time it took to get 100 or so
attempts on a small system. More frequent
updates produced more instability, and
less frequent updates produced too-slow
adjustments; 10-minute updating ap-
peared to be about the best compromise.
I found it best to make immediate ad-

justments, slowing the system down,
when we saw a new longest duration of
service or when the proportion answering
increased dramatically, but to update
more slowly when duration of service ap-
peared to be decreasing or proportion an-
swering seemed to be dropping, indicating
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a need to speed up. For these updates, I
settled on exponential smoothing, with a
parameter of about 0.33, meaning that a
new condition had to persist for about half
an hour (three updates) to move the esti-
mate most of the way to the new value.
Performance Implications
Crude as some aspects of this solution

method were, it promised a dramatic im-
provement over previous methods. Ser-
vices typically last 30 to 120 seconds; suc-
cessful long-distance dialing attempts
typically take from 20 to 30 seconds from
start to answer. If almost all services (say
98 percent) end within 105 seconds, and
we start dialing at 85 seconds, we can save
20 seconds between services (that is, re-
duce the average time between calls from
25 seconds to five), relative to the wait we
would expect if we did not dial until ser-
vice ended, at a cost of about two to three
percent abandoned calls. This means that,
for this oversimplified example, operators’
talk times would increase from about 48
minutes per hour to 57 minutes per
hour—that is, from 80 percent utilization
to 95 percent utilization.
For actual situations with more variabil-

ity, in which eliminating abandoned calls
generally meant limiting operators’ talk
times to around 40 minutes per hour (66
percent utilization), we hoped we could
obtain talk times in the 50 to 55 minutes-
per-hour range, or 83 to 90 percent
utilization.
In simple one-server systems with one

acquisition agent (dialer) in which there is
no alternate routing (arriving customers
either enter service or leave), all acquisi-
tion attempts succeed and no waiting is
permitted (Figure 3, first part). To maxi-

mize throughput and server utilization,
subject to turning no customers away,
with a control-limit policy, we begin an
acquisition whenever a service ends. There
is, therefore, always exactly one customer
in the acquisition-service subsystem.
In contrast, by anticipating completions

of service, we can begin an acquisition
while service is still in progress (Figure 3).
This policy—if service times are bounded
so that the service is certain to end before
the acquisition succeeds—preserves the
no-turnaways performance while shorten-
ing the idle times between services.

EIS’s legal counsel estimated
the value of the patent as
between $1 and $2 million.

Suppose now that we are willing to
have some customers turned away to in-
crease throughput. Our only option
among control-limit policies would be to
increase the control limit from one to two.
Then we would always have exactly two
customers in the acquisition-service sub-
system: either one in service and one in
acquisition, or two in acquisition. Each ac-
quisition completed during a service
would result in a turnaway, and another
acquisition would start immediately. A
service completion would also cause an-
other acquisition to begin, even though the
other acquisition, already in progress at
the service completion, would soon pro-
duce a customer (Figure 4).
One possible anticipative policy to in-

crease throughput is to start two acquisi-
tion attempts simultaneously when we an-
ticipate a service completion. The earlier of
the two attempts to finish would enter ser-
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Figure 3: We depict schematically how anticipating service completions improves throughput
and server utilization. If we allow one customer in the system at a time, we start an acquisition
attempt (A) whenever a service (S) completes. Anticipation reduces the servers’ idle time be-
tween services.

vice, while the other would be turned
away. This is clearly a naive and unsatis-
factory policy, but it would still be better
than the naive increase of the control limit
from one to two in this case (Figure 4). In
this case, the anticipative policy produces
higher throughput with fewer turnaways
than the control-limit policy.
I knew, however, that real life would

present unexpected complications. Even
the model had shown one surprising re-
sult: In some cases, increasing the lead
time (that is, the time by which we antici-
pate a service completion) decreases the

servers’ utilization and throughput (Figure
5). The first increment of lead time in-
creases throughput, as expected, as the
probability of obtaining a new party be-
fore the end of service is small, and we
save some time by not waiting until the
last possible time of service completion.
As we continue to increase the lead time,
however, the probability of obtaining the
next party too soon, forcing us to abandon
that party and start the acquisition process
over, outweighs the time we expect to
save if the service ends early. I was able to
prove the occurrence of this phenomenon
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Figure 4: We depict schematically the comparison of control limit versus anticipative policies,
this time with two customers allowed in the system at once. An “X” means the acquired cus-
tomer is turned away. The control-limit method will have one acquisition attempt active at all
times and two acquisition attempts when the server is idle, so many answering parties will be
turned away. If we start two acquisition attempts every time we anticipate a service comple-
tion, one enters service and the other is turned away—a poor policy, but better than its control-
limit counterpart, with both fewer turnaways and less idle time between services.

for a couple of simple if somewhat un-
likely analytical cases, using Markov re-
newal theory (appendix).
Implementation
To ensure that I had captured all rele-

vant behaviors of the system, I decided
that simulation modeling was not suffi-
cient: I wanted as realistic a test bed as
possible. Therefore, I worked with our
software development group to construct
an emulator system including everything
except the telephone switching equipment,
with the actual control software config-
ured so that the pacing routines were
plug-in modules. A subroutine that ran-
domly generated call-attempt results and
service times replaced the switching
equipment.

For other reasons, this test bed turned
out to be perhaps the most important
thing we did. It ensured that we hadn’t
missed any vital features of the actual con-
trol software and gave us the opportunity
to observe performance problems as they
would look in real life, but the biggest
benefit appeared only when we installed
the program in the field: Since the pacing
routines were already written and fully
tested as plug-in modules with the control
software, there were absolutely no installa-
tion problems in the field.
This is not to say that there were no sur-

prises. We did encounter unexpected con-
ditions. One particularly unpleasant one
was when a terminal froze, and the system
kept obtaining new parties intended for
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Figure 5: Increasing the amount of time by
which we anticipate service completions does
not necessarily increase speed (throughput). A
little anticipation produces a few turnaways
but reduces the time between end of service
and next service; with too much anticipation,
many of the acquired customers arrive too
soon and are turned away, and the acquisition
attempt must start over from that point, in-
creasing the idle time between services.

that server, anticipating that this unusu-
ally long “service” would end any second
now. Some sites had different distributions
of durations of service from any we had
seen before, requiring a quick change in
the file that fed initial estimates to the pac-
ing routines. Once I had worked out the
new logic, however, we simply shipped or
electronically transmitted the new code,
substituted the routine into the control
program, recompiled (this took about 10

minutes), and ran. The updated version
worked seamlessly on the first try every
time.
We installed our first beta test version in

early 1987, after about five months of de-
velopment. Within three months, it was
fully operational at all our sites.
Validation
I continued to check the operation of the

method in practice and to try to verify its
properties theoretically. Most of our sites
obtained approximately the results I had
predicted: talk times of 50 to 55 minutes
per hour (83 to 90-plus percent utilization)
with fewer than three percent abandoned
calls. The sites whose performance di-
verged from our predictions had problems
other than the pacing logic: highly vari-
able durations of dialing attempts (mostly
because of low-quality long-distance carri-
ers), noisy lines that caused problems with
recognizing whether the call had been an-
swered, equipment failures, and operators
taking breaks without logging off. After
much additional work using Markov re-
newal theory, I derived expected steady-
state results for a few cases, and the simu-
lation model’s performance tracked the
theoretical predictions [Samuelson 1990].
It turned out, in addition, that the poli-

cies generated by this method applied to
inbound routing and scheduling were in
no case inferior to those generated by
SMDP. For cases in which the SMDP-gen-
erated policies were provably optimal, we
obtained the same policies. (These cases
involved memoryless arrivals and hence
resulted in control-limit policies: The only
useful decision variable was the number
of customers to allow in the system at one
time.) My method reduced to the same
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control limits for these cases, admitting
new customers when, in an outbound sys-
tem, one would have wanted to acquire
them; where the arrival process was such
that the recent history contained useful in-
formation, my method exploited it by tak-
ing into account, as well, the timing of
new admissions.
Assessment of Impact
This work, for which I received a US

patent in 1989 (I applied in 1987, just be-
fore the first installation), immediately be-
came a key component of ITC’s marketing
advantage. Both ITC [Varney 1988] and in-
dependent reviewers [Kerins 1989] soon
came to consider this feature very impor-
tant and valuable. This type of pacing be-
came and has remained a required feature
of systems of this type; a few large com-
petitors who couldn’t keep up went out of
business. The president of one of these
large competitors told me a few years af-
terward, “For six months after you intro-
duced it, that pacing thing was all any
prospect wanted to hear about.”
The pacing feature contributed to a

large extent to ITC’s success and growth
and ultimately to its purchase by a com-
petitor, EIS International, which has con-
tinued research and development in pac-
ing methods. In 1994, during patent
litigation between EIS and a competitor,
EIS’s legal counsel estimated the value of
the patent alone as between $1 million and
$2 million. Its value in promoting ITC’s
and EIS’s market position was most likely
several times that, but this cannot be mea-
sured precisely, as many other factors also
contributed to ITC’s success.
Summary and Conclusion
ITC’s use of queuing and simulation to

decide when to dial was a major break-
through in the outbound telephone-
dialing-systems industry. Applying the
principle of just-in-time synchronization,
implemented via a real-time system that
quickly and rather smoothly adjusted to
changing circumstances, ITC was able to
boost servers’ utilization from around 65
percent to 85 to 90 percent, while limiting
or reducing the proportion of calls that
had to be abandoned. In the process, I ob-
tained the first patent in the US system
based on queuing theory and defined and
to some extent delineated a new class of
queuing models, in which customers do
not arrive purely at random but rather in
response to a system-initiated acquisition
attempt; these models have many other
applications. The improvement in perfor-
mance was readily obvious and highly sig-
nificant, and the market rewarded the in-
novation handsomely.
APPENDIX
Formal Statement of the Problem
We calculate
S̄ � estimated duration of a service at

Q,
p̄ � expected proportion of attempts

that result in connects (customers proceed-
ing to the service facility)

� P {answer|dial attempt} for the tele-
phone system,

Ā � estimated duration of acquisition
(time from dial start to answer, if
answered)
and count the number of servers already
available and idle, plus the number of
servers currently busy but anticipated to
be available by the time a new dialing at-
tempt could provide a customer. Anticipa-
tion of a service completion occurs, for the
ith server at facility Q, when

S̄ � si � Ā, where si is the time the cus-
tomer being served by the ith server has
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already been in service. When the two
sides of this inequality become equal, we
expect the ith server to be available to
serve the customer we then start to
acquire.
Solution for a Simple Analytical Case
While most of the interesting cases were

analytically intractable, I was able to ob-
tain steady-state solutions for some simpli-
fied conditions, thereby verifying the accu-
racy and essential completeness of the
simulation model. Consider, for example,
a single-server system in which service
time S has probability distribution f(S) and
acquisition attempts whose duration is a
constant a and whose probability of suc-
cess is p.
For such a system, define an anticipative

policy (sb, s*, m) as simultaneously initi-
ating a set of m acquisitions whenever the
server becomes idle with no acquisitions
in progress, or when the service in pro-
gress has lasted more than s*, where s* �
sb � a and sb is chosen such that P{S � sb}
� b; and, when all acquisitions in a set
fail, initiating another set of m simultane-
ous acquisition attempts immediately after
the last failure.
Denote the number of customers served

in time interval (0, t) as NS(0,t) and the
number turned away as NN(0,t). As I will
show, for the cases of interest in this
study, steady state exists, and there are
three important steady-state measures:
(1) R̄, the average throughput (customers
served per unit time);
(2) Ū, the average proportion of the time
servers are busy;
(3) B̄ � E{NN / (NS � NN)}, the expected
proportion of customers successfully ac-
quired but then turned away when seek-
ing service.
Define the nth service-idle epoch as be-

ginning when the nth service begins, and
let q � 1 � p. Finally, we note that sets of
acquisition attempts continue until the
first such attempt that succeeds after ser-

vice ends. We must therefore condition on
when service ends, then examine the ac-
quisition attempts that conclude—success-
fully or not—after that. I also denote by I
the idle time in a service-idle epoch, so R̄
� 1 / (S̄ � Ī) and Ū � S̄ / (S̄ � Ī).
We now have a theorem:

For a single-server system as defined
above, where the service duration distri-
bution, f(S), is continuous and bounded
above, and the duration of acquisition A
� a (constant, deterministic), utilizing an
anticipative policy (sb, s*, m), where sb � a
� 0, steady state exists, and

(a) E{I} � P{S � s*} a / (1 � qm)
� P{s* � S � sb} [E{S| s* � S
� sb} � s* � a qm / (1 � qm)]
� P{sb � S} [a / (1 � qm)
� (E{S | sb � S} � sb)], and

(b) E{B} � E{Z} / (1 � E{Z}), where
E{Z} � mp / (1 � qm) � bmp � 1.

Proof:
These assumptions are sufficient to ensure
the existence of steady state, using the key
renewal theorem and its corollaries (see,
for example, Ross [1970, p. 42 and pp. 95–
98] and Samuelson [1990, pp. 32–34 and
79–82] and noting that the service-idle ep-
ochs form a renewal-reward process with
the starts of service as regeneration
points).
(a) The expected time from the start of a
set of acquisition attempts to the next suc-
cessful acquisition is the sum

a P {at least one of the first m attempts
succeeds}
� 2a P {all m of the first attempts
fail, at least one of the second
m succeeds} � . . . � a(1 � qm)
� 2a qm(1 � qm)
� 3a q2m (1 � qm)� . . .� n a qmn

(1 � qm)�. . . � a(1 � qm)

n (qm)n�1 � a / (1 � qm).
�

�
n � 1
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If the service ends before the start of ac-
quisition, then the idle time is simply the
amount of time required to acquire the
next customer. If the service time ends be-
tween the start of the acquisition attempts
and the “target” time sb, then the idle time
for this service-idle epoch is reduced by
the amount of time by which service con-
tinued past s*; but if all of the first set of
acquisition attempts fail (which happens
with probability qm), then a / (1 � qm), the
amount of time required to acquire a new
customer, starting from the time when the
first set of attempts fail, is added in as
well. If the service continues past sb, the
first set of acquisition attempts finishes too
early to enter service; the customers ac-
quired in this set are turned away; and the
idle time is the duration of a new set of ac-
quisition attempts minus the time by
which the service continued past sb. With
this in mind, we see that the equation is
straightforward, as is the derivation of av-
erage throughput and utilization from
E{I}.
(b) For each set of m acquisition attempts,
mp succeed; sometimes all m fail, however,
necessitating another set. Hence the ex-
pected value of the number of successful
acquisitions, given that at least one at-
tempt in the set succeeds, is

mp / (1 � P {all attempts fail}
� mp / (1 � qm).

In addition, we will lose the entire first set
of acquired customers if the service in pro-
gress at the start of the service-idle epoch
continues past sb. This occurs with proba-
bility b and results in the additional loss
of the expected number of customers ac-
quired in the first set of acquisition at-
tempts, namely bmp.
Now, exactly one of these acquired cus-

tomers will enter service, commencing a
new service-idle epoch, so the number
turned away is the number acquired mi-
nus one, that is, mp/(1 � qm) � bmp � 1.
This completes the proof.

Additional Theoretical Questions
The result extends to more general

single-server cases [Samuelson 1990, chap-
ter 4], but considering variable duration of
acquisition attempts makes things much
more complicated. The straightforward
formula in (b) becomes a sum involving
conditional probabilities, order statistics,
and convolution integrals. Verifying this
more general result (it is not quite correct
as stated in my 1990 dissertation, but a
corrected version in under review for pub-
lication) and finding whatever additional
generalizations may be possible is a prom-
ising area for additional theoretical work.
Other interesting topics include analysis,

if possible, of multiple-server systems; sys-
tems in which a called party may, after
speaking with one server, elect to listen to
a recorded message and then become
available for another server whose service
will be of different (presumably longer)
duration than the first server’s; systems
with multiple campaigns running simulta-
neously, with the possibility of some serv-
ers being reassigned from one campaign
to another in real time; and scheduling
and routing in inbound and combined
inbound-outbound systems.
Slowing Down by Speeding Up
For the purpose of verifying the surpris-

ing result concerning the effect of anticipa-
tion, the simple theorem proved here is
sufficient, as one can readily verify by con-
sidering the case with m � 1, p � 1, ser-
vice times distributed uniformly from Smin

to Smax seconds, and an a-second duration
of acquisition. For a uniform distribution
(Smin, Smax), sb � (1 � b) Smin � b Smax,
P{S � s*} � 0, and (substituting into the
theorem)

E{I} � 0 � (1 � b) [sb � (Smin � sb)/2 �
0] � b (a � [(Smax � sb)/2 � sb]) � sb �
b sb � Smin/2 � b Smin/2 � sb/2 � b
sb/2 � b a � b Smax/2 � b sb/2 � b sb
� sb/2 � Smin/2 � b (Smax � Smin)/2 �
b a � [(1 � b) Smin � b Smax]/2 � Smin/2
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� b (Smax � Smin)/2 � b a � (Smax �
Smin)/2 � b (Smax � Smin) � b a,

whose minimum, clearly, occurs at b � 0,
where we expect the idle time to be half
the range of the service time. So the opti-
mum (maximum throughput) occurs at b
� 0 for uniformly distributed duration of
service, m � 1, p � 1, and constant dura-
tion of acquisition attempts, as long as the
duration of the acquisition attempt is
greater than the difference between the
maximum and minimum durations of
service.
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F. A. Rhine Morgan III, Vice-President,
EIS International, 555 Herndon Parkway,
Herndon, Virginia 20170, writes:
“It is my pleasure to verify Doug

Samuelson’s claim that his method for
“pacing” automated telephone dialing sys-
tems was successful in practice. In 1987, I
was senior vice-president of International

Telesystems Corporation, which became
part of EIS International in 1993. In that
capacity, I was directly responsible for as-
sessing the quality and significance of Mr.
Samuelson’s work.
“His new method involved a level of

mathematical and computational sophisti-
cation which, frankly, the rest of us were
not prepared to evaluate. Neither we nor
anyone else we were willing to consult
with on this sensitive technology had ever
seen such a use of queueing theory before.
We and our competitors were using much
simpler pacing methods, generally based
on setting a fixed interval between dialing
attempts. These methods generally kept
operators busy about 35 to 40 minutes per
hour, or less, and generated between five
and 10 percent abandoned calls. In addi-
tion to their direct cost, abandoned calls
generate ill will and limit the market for
systems such as ours.
“Mr. Samuelson’s improved method

surprised us first of all by working imme-
diately, and then by the dramatic differ-
ence it made in system performance. Most
users were able to keep operators busy
over 50 minutes per hour, and in some
cases nearly 55 minutes per hour, with
most experiencing fewer than two percent
abandoned calls. “Smart-Pace,” as we
called it, became the most talked-about de-
velopment in the industry for about a year
after its introduction, as our competitors
scrambled to catch up. Most never did.
“As experience led to refinements in the

algorithm, we got another pleasant sur-
prise: Mr. Samuelson’s insistence on devel-
oping the code as a “plug-in” to our con-
trol code and debugging it on a carefully
constructed “test bed” system, ideas years
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ahead of much of the rest of the commer-
cial software development industry, en-
abled us to implement improved versions
with no errors in the field.
“It is difficult to estimate the economic

benefit we derived from his invention. In
1994, when we became involved in some
patent litigation with a major competitor,
our legal counsel estimated that Mr.
Samuelson’s patent—which opened the
class of queueing patents in the US sys-
tem—was worth at least $1 million, and
more likely nearly $2 million, just as intel-
lectual property. In terms of its effect on
our business, I believe it would be reason-
able to say its value might be as much as
10 times that.”


